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Editor’s note
Dear Member,
It seems that everyone has been hibernating this winter as there is not
much news from the regions. I am sure that we are all looking forward
to the warmer summer months.
As promised: the second of the three backbending articles and a
lovely interview with Firooza. If you have not yet booked to attend her
workshop and teacher training seminar, there is still time. I hope to see
you there.
Be in light
Be in joy
Namasté

Riva

“Health is a state of complete harmony of the body, mind and
spirit. When one is free from physical disabilities and mental
distractions, the gates of the soul open.”
– B.K.S. Iyengar, light on life
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Backbending
Asana Part 2 –
Guruji 1988
This is the second part of a three-part
article on backbends based on the
teachings of B.K.S. lyengar from the
Pune Intensive I988. The aim of the
articles has been to show how “current”
the teaching is, nothing is new. Over
the years we should change, we should
grow and we should understand more. In
2012, what we learn from the work is as
meaningful now as it was in 1988. This
applies equally to the teaching of Geeta
and Prashant lyengar.

In the last article, Part I of backbends,
Guruji said “All I have taught you,Tadasana,
Uttanasana, Adho Mukha Svanasana, Adho
Mukha Vrksasana, Pincha Mayurasana,
Sirsasana and variations, all are included in
one Urdhva Dhanurasana”. So we come full
circle. The “master plan” can be experienced
by repeating all the work from the series
of articles.

Begin your practice with the same sequence as
in the last article in IYN issue 20. You will be
reinforcing your understanding and ready to
add the following.
Guruji demonstrated again: We had
to observe his Tadasana feet, how he
maintained the inner heel skin from the
arches; how he moved his back because he
had stabilised his feet. He then said: “Watch
the hinges from the heels to the top calves.
Observe the inner flesh, see the Tadasana
on the back of the legs from the heels to the
calves. My legs are bent but I will still do
Tadasana, now you do it!”
Guruji again demonstrated: He had put one
belt on each middle thigh. After placing
himself, he asked us to watch his knees,
especially the outer kneecaps. Without
making the knees straight he asked us to
observe Tadasana in the legs and to observe
the middle sockets of the knees.
When we are taught by Guruji, we have to
remain fully focused and learn to stay in the
pose to follow his instructions. He expresses
extreme disappointment when we “come out of
an asana” because we are missing the outcome
of our previous efforts. So ask yourself and be
honest. Do you find yourself spending more
time on the floor than in the pose?
Two belts for the legs – see article Backbends I.
We did the pose again with the two belts on
the legs.
• Walk the feet deep in. Pressure on the
middle finger mounts, little finger mounts
and thumb mounts.
• Press evenly on the centres and then lift the
quadricep muscle belt straight up.
• The top portion of the belt is easy to lift, the
bottom portion of the belt very difficult to
lift. So the head of the calf muscles should
move up.
• Walk in more.
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We did the pose again with the two belts on the
legs. If your back is aching from your practice
you are not using the quadriceps muscles.
• The quadriceps muscles have to move
higher than the lumbar. If the lumbar goes
up first the sacroiliac muscles cannot move
at all.
• Walk in until you get Tadasana on the bent
legs, then move the middle calf muscles to
hit the skin of the top calves.
• If you “feel” the back-bend, the sacroiliac
muscles are not moving towards the hips,
but towards the waist. So move out on the
outer edges, then less pain.
We did the pose three or four times, fast,
without belts just to feel and understand how
the legs behave in an uneven manner.

6
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We then placed one belt on each middle thigh
and did three or four more to understand the
different approach.
Guruji said, “With belts on each leg, you
cannot use the stronger side or weaker side
more. Both work together. Find out which
belt edge goes up, which goes down. The
inner and outer edges of the belts should be
touching the legs evenly, or is one above, the
other below? If the outer is touching, then
the inner muscles have to be lifted up. If the
inner is touching then the outer muscles have
to be lifted, and then you get some
sense of direction”.

Guruji said, “The buckle does not
allow the skin to come out, and then
you know what you have to do, and
that is art. The buckles are used like
natural brakes. One should place the
belts when stretching the legs straight
in Tadasana, because when the legs
are straight the flesh also goes in.
Feel the sensations on the buckle side,
and retain that lengthening on the
skin and you will do better. Watch
your knees, if they turn out, that is
wrong. Can you take the buckles back
(only the buckle). That is a movement
to develop”.
Then we placed the buckles on the
outer chips of the knees, we did this
in Tadasana.
Repeat Urdhva Dhanurasana three or
four times more.
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Feet on bricks/wall/balcony
We prepared for the pose with the feet on the
height. Keep the buttock bones in contact with
the support.
• Raise the buttock first, then lift up.
• Lift the thick muscles of the latissimus dorsi
higher and higher.
• The tailbone should hit the pelvis.
• The upper arms are very thin and sharp.
Again we prepared for the pose with the feet
on the bricks.
• With the head on the floor roll the outer
arms in and come up.

8
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• Tricep skin moves straight to the armpit.
Roll the tailbone higher and higher
• Move in, nearer the bricks. Move your
knees and go up.
• Knees to touch the wall, press the inner
knees up.
• The hands should go back, walk the
hands in.
• Go straight up, circularise the buttock.
• Scrub the knees higher and higher.
• Scrub the outer knees to the ceiling.
• Middle thighs up from your palms.

Guruji asked: “What happens to the
lower forearm skin? There are two
movements. It is like ‘rinsing’. If you
know how to ‘rinse’ your hands, can
you ‘rinse’ your wrists?”

We repeated the pose with feet on the bricks.
• The head of the shoulder blades should not
shake at all.
• When you raise your body up see that the
top shoulder blades do not oscillate.
• The knees and the shoulder blades do not
oscillate.
• Do not oscillate the top shoulder blades, but
walk in.

• Now resisting the shoulder blades, touching
the knees tight, can you move the back
thighs from the knees to the buttocks
towards the ceiling, higher and higher?
• The outer thighs and middle thighs should
roll in.
• The knees should not leave the wall, so that
the hands have to go back nearer the chest.
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Independently
When in the pose Guruji asked us to “watch
the cells” and then to come down, stand up
and do Tadasana. He then asked, “How does
the back skin move the posterior skin? When
you do Tadasana, the skin does not oscillate,
it moves nearer the body, so try again in
Urdhva Dhanurasana”.
In the pose again: “All of you are oscillating
forwards, backwards, forwards, backwards
and saying I’m doing Urdhva Dhanurasana.
Watch your cells. The back posterior skin
should be nearer the inner body. Do your
maximum.
Even the skin of the back legs, even the skin
of the arms should be nearer the inner body.
Do your maximum. If you do not feel it you
have to walk in and turn the outer knees
inward. Cut the outer edges of the feet on the
mat, then stretch the skin straight as if you
are doing Tadasana on your outer feet. Now
come down and stand up in Tadasana”.
Guruji asked, “How do the outer edges of
the feet behave? Roll the skin and it becomes
straighter and straighter. Now do Urdhva
Dhanurasana with the feet like that.”
In the pose again: with the hands on the floor.
• Watch the skin on your back, watch
your knees, watch your toes, watch your
heels, if they are slanting then everything
goes wrong.
• Watch your middle fingers go straight to
the middle wrists. Now suck the skin from
the back of the heels to the back of the ribs
to move into the body, moving the outer
edges of the feet as if you are doing a perfect
Tadasana. If the outer edges of the feet go
down the rest goes up.

10
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• Observe the outer corners of the knees: they
turn inwards towards the spine. Watch the
outer spine: it goes up and becomes parallel
to the inner spine. So there is no load on
the back.
• Observe the abdominal wall and see if the
inner and outer spine runs parallel to each
other. Look at the outer abdominal wall, it
has to move out and up and run parallel to
the inner wall.
Again: We do the pose from the ground,
“Learn now. After lifting up, do not oscillate
that skin of the abdomen forwards.”
• Walk in so that your leg sockets remain
stable. Lock the outer buttock sockets
without disturbing there.
• Question yourself, “Can I do well
everywhere?”
• There should be no load on the spine in
Urdhva Dhanurasana.
In the pose again: From the ground.
• As you use the pressure of the arms and
legs to go straight up, move the sacroiliac
muscles straight up also, not the chest.
• Move the sacroiliac muscles towards the
buttocks, not the chest. After adjusting
everything, can you bring the body weight
as in Adho Mukha Vrksasana?
Guruji demonstrated the pose – he said,
“Watch the outer spine and the inner spine
of the right and left columns, when you
hit backwards, this has to be thoughtfully
attended to”.

I was also lucky that I was at an age, 21, where
criticism had not set in my fresh mind and I
could lap up and digest every word and action
which was taught.
AJ: Do you have particular anecdotes about
studying with Mr. Iyengar?
FR: Every moment with Guruji was special.
There were so many lessons in asana. One,
which strengthened my standing poses, is
where he taught me how the space between
the big toe and the mound under the toe is
the brain in standing poses. What a difference
that made!

Firooza Razvi
in New York
By Alystyre Julian
Firooza Razvi seems to have incredibly good
yoga karma. At 18, a friend took her to a class
of the Father Joe Pereira on a lark. It worked
so well, he sent her off to study with a teacher
she’d never heard of: BKS Iyengar. Her skills
and style were so apparent that Mr. Iyengar
quickly had her under his careful eye.

But more than just the instruction, he taught
me that sirsasana brings centering and focus,
standing poses make me grounded, that
sarvangasana gets me tuned to myself, urdhva
dhanurasana can make me feel elated, savasana
can help me go beyond bodily limits, and that
the breath is not limited in any way by the
shape and size of the body!
In the classroom, much learning took
place, but I remember him most with the
memories of the person he was. He taught by
example and not by words. For the exacting
and demanding teacher that he was in the
class, there was never any demand outside
the class. Friendliness, compassion, joy and
understanding, tolerance and acceptance is
what he had.

Alystyre Julian sat down to find out more about
Firooza and her plans for New York City.
Alystyre Julian: How did you start practicing
with the Iyengars?
Firooza Razvi: By chance. My first teacher,
Father Joe Pereira, sent me after two years, to
learn from Guruji. I knew nothing then about
B.K.S. Iyengar – his achievements, popularity,
or his powerful persona.

There was no fear of judgment. When he made
sure that his students were fed well, it was his
concern, like a mother. When he put his arm
YogAfrica september 2015
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around the shoulders of my new husband, he
showed unquestioned acceptance, like a father.
When he made a passing remark to me of how
teaching yoga is a noble task, as compared to
teaching at the college, which was my job then,
he was a friend and guide.

selection these days. I am more reclusive in my
practice where I like to be by myself. I teach by
the learning I have during my practices. And
my major source of inspiration for teaching
continues to be lessons with Geetaji and
Prashantji in Pune.

When he promptly replied to every letter I
wrote to him then, it showed his respect for
each of his students, however big or small.

AJ: How do you see yoga developing now
after BKS Iyengar?

AJ: How do you maintain your yoga practice,
and teach?

FR: The future of yoga? Should there be one?
Why the anxiety?
A subject which has survived over ages will
stay forever. People may clothe it in different
garbs. It is for us to uncover and find the
essence.
AJ: Do you emphasize certain themes or a
particular focus in your teaching?
FR: Any yoga teaching devoid of the
understanding of breath is no teaching at all!

FR: For the first 15 years, I practiced ardently,
passionately, delightfully, sincerely and
devotedly. I was like the seeker seeking one’s
beloved. I had many learning experiences,
many of which I did not even understand!
Then, marriage and the life of a householder
and its responsibilities followed.
My practice took a back-seat, but never
stopped. There were other priorities. There still
are. But the teachings which were etched into
my consciousness have always remained. Now,
I don’t have a strong daily asana practice, but
when I do, on alternate days, I do them with
utmost sincerity, with always something new to
discover and learn.
I practice pranayama every day. I do it in
different postural positions and many times in
the classical upright position for long periods
of time…Time comes to an end. So, also the
place and ‘space’. These practices are my natural

12
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Arms and legs are organs of action. They are
your supports for your practices. Focusing
on them too much is like constantly shining
your vehicle and pumping your tires but not
servicing the engine!
It is the responsibility of a yoga teacher to see
that what is taught leads to a nobler state of
mind and not just a fit body.
There are more people suffering in this world
today because of the mind rather than the
body. I like to therefore explore how yoga
practices transform the states of mind or
rather, the consciousness.
AJ: How do yoga philosophy, asana, and
pranayama intersect for you?
FR: After the initial orientation to and
understanding of the body through asana
and pranayama practices, very early on in my
learning, I understood that yoga is a science
and philosophy.

It led me to select philosophy as study for my
university degrees. Asana and Pranayama,
when practiced without the understanding
of the philosophy can remain at best, only
exercises of the body and breath, but not yoga.
Yoga is essentially a philosophy. In India,
philosophy is a ‘darshan’. It is not a mere
inquiry but rather the endeavor of the seeker to
have a glimpse of the seer or the ‘self ’ within.
AJ: How does the practice of asana,
pranayama, and philosophy begin
to integrate through practice, (with most
students), in your experience?

AJ: Do you have any advice for students
about to take your workshop at IYAGNY?
FR: To learn is to be fresh, in the present
moment, not the past. The teacher is only like a
catalyst. True learning comes from within.
AJ: It is said that you were the MC for
Guruji’s birthday, often introducing him.
True?
FR: Yes. It was an honor to be asked to carry
out this task. Alas, who was to know that, this
would be his last birthday celebration while in
human form? Every such moment with Guruji
remains etched vividly in my memory. I totally
miss him.

FR: The how depends on the method of
teaching and instruction and the sincerity,
sensitivity and humbleness of the student. The
integration takes place during the class itself.
Most students get, at least, a glimpse of it. But
if a student comes with preset notions about
what ‘should be’, then they miss out on ‘what is’.
AJ: How will you juxtapose and integrate
these elements in your upcoming workshop?
FR: By a humble attempt that those who come
to learn from me may have the glimpses of
what has been taught to me by my Gurus and
what I see in my practices.
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Understanding
your Sacroiliac
Joint
By JUDITH HANSON LASATER
Twisting poses are a top cause of SI joint injury.
Learn how to safely anchor yourself before
moving into your next twist. Pain in or near
the sacroiliac, or SI, joint – the spot at the
base of the spine where the sacrum bone joins
the ilium bones of the pelvis – is a growing
complaint among yogis. It’s especially common
among women, who make up 80 percent of
sufferers. That’s in part thanks to hormones
related to menstruation, pregnancy, and
lactation, which make women’s ligaments more
lax and prone to overstretching.
Why women are more prone to
si injury than men
Structural differences play a role, too.
Often in women, only two segments of the
sacrum articulate (or move) with the pelvis
as compared to typically three segments in
men, and less surface area touching the joint
translates to less stability. The SI joint itself
is also shallower in women, further reducing
surface contact between bones. Finally, female
SI joint surfaces are flatter and not as deeply
curved as men’s – they can’t fit together as
tightly, like two nesting bowls – and women’s
two hip joints tend to be farther apart. Both
factors negatively affect the biomechanics
of walking, in which the hip joints alternate
moving forward one after the other, causing
a torqueing force across the pelvis and the SI
joint. Though this is a normal action, with an
innate slight slippage in the joint, in women
the torqueing force in the pelvis is greater,
potentially stressing the sacral ligaments.
The key functions of the SI joint
Of course, men suffer SI joint pain too, often as
a result of inheriting lax ligaments from their
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parents, or through injury or overstretching
in yoga. Regardless of gender, an SI injury can
seriously impact your practice and your life.
In standing, the weight of the trunk, head,
and upper extremities translates laterally out
through this joint to the greater pelvis, and
then through the pelvis to the legs, and finally
to the feet and floor. This makes the SI joint
critical to standing, and allows us to bear
weight on our bones rather than letting the
weight just hang and potentially injure soft
tissue like the ligaments. (Ligaments need to
have integrity; they’re responsible for holding
bone to bone, and if they are overstretched and
stressed, the surrounding tissue must work
extra hard to help create the needed stability –
putting it at risk of injury, too.)
The sacroilliac joint in yoga poses
On the yoga mat, twisting poses are the top
culprit behind SI joint injury. That’s because
many students are taught to hold the pelvis
still during twists, especially seated ones, and
sometimes they’re told to “anchor” the pelvis
to the floor during the twist and to keep the
sitting bones level. But anchoring the pelvis can
lead to overstretching the ligaments holding
pelvis to sacrum, and, eventually, chronic
achiness and sometimes debilitating pain in
the whole SI area.
Consider a seated twist like Marichyasana III.
When the pelvis is anchored to the floor at the
sitting bones, the twisting must come solely
from the spine, which means the sacrum is
being dragged into the twist with the rest of the
spine, while the pelvis is being held back and
thus moves in the opposite direction. Add to this
effect the extra torque and force that the arm
exerts on the soft tissue around the SI joint when
it levers against the outside of the leg to create
the twist, and the potential for overstretching the
sacral ligaments increases manyfold.
Repeatedly practicing in this way stretches
the sacral ligaments that are trying to hold the
pelvis and sacrum together, until pain results.
In fact, the very definition of SI dysfunction
and pain is a condition in which the SI joint is

not in its neutral, stable position, with the joint
surfaces between pelvis and sacrum aligned.

it. This causes the pelvis to tip forward in the
pose like it does in all forward bends.

While I agree that every asana needs an
anchor, in twisting poses the anchor is not
the pelvis – instead, it’s the thigh, and the foot
that is on the floor. The most important thing
to remember about the SI joint is that it is a
joint of stability, not mobility. If the pelvis is
allowed or encouraged to twist first, followed
by the spine twisting second, the SI joint will
be much happier. The key to protecting the SI
joint, be it in standing poses like Trikonasana
and Parivrtta Trikonasana, forward
bends like Marichyasana I, or seated twists
like Marichyasana III, is this: Always move the
pelvis and sacrum together.

Marichyasana III

Si joint safety in seated twists
Marichyasana I

Anchor the “standing” foot and feel the pelvis
and spine moving in harmony in this forwardbending posture.
Starting in Dandasana (Staff Pose), bend your
right knee, and place the right foot on the floor
so that the heel is in line with the sitting bone.
This may mean that your heel is not tightly
pulled into the buttock, but is a little bit away
from it. Wrap your right arm out around the
shin of the right leg and catch your left hand
behind your back. Exhale and bend forward,
letting the right sitting bone come up from the
floor to create the forward bend. Anchor the
pose from the right foot by pressing it into the
floor firmly so it feels as if you are standing on

Reach the straight leg forward, move the pelvis
and sacrum as one, and allow the twist to
develop from the base.
Return to Staff Pose. Bend your right leg so the
right heel is in line with the right sitting bone,
and your shin is exactly vertical. Then move
your left (straight) leg forward away from you
on the floor so that the pelvis twists. You may
find you move your leg four or more inches.
You will also notice that your abdomen is
already facing the inner thigh of the right, bent
leg, and the twist has begun.
Place your left elbow across the right knee;
exhale and allow the left sitting bone to come
up so only the skin of the left buttock is
touching the floor as you shift almost all your
weight onto the right foot and sitting bone.
Inhale, exhale, and then after the exhalation,
introduce the deep-belly organs into the twist.
Remember, twists are about the organs and
are intended to create a “wringing out” effect,
thus contributing to organ health in the kunda,
or vessel, of the trunk. With the lungs empty,
gradually twist; you will be surprised how far
and comfortably you can move into the pose.
You’ll also see how easy it is on the SI joint
when you allow the pelvis to create the first
half of the movement, with the spine and arm
creating the second half.
Turn the left thigh inward and stretch out
strongly through the ball of the left foot.
Imagine you are trying to put the left shoulder
blade on the other side of the right knee.
Switch legs and repeat both Marichyasana
poses on the left.
Above all, never force the body to twist. Twists
are gradual and steady poses to be savored in
increments of letting go, to allow – not force –
the movement. Follow your twisting practice
with Uttanasana (Standing Forward Bend) to
uncurl the spine in a symmetrical way.
YogAfrica september 2015
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Practice Tips for
the Sacroiliac
Joints
By ROGER COLE

I. Put it in place
If your student does not have an existing SI
problem, or if she has had SI problems but her
joints are currently in good alignment (painfree), you can skip to suggestion 2, “Stabilize
it.” If your student’s SI joint is currently out of
place, advise her to try to get it back into place
before practising asanas. This is easier said
than done, and it doesn’t mean she can’t ever
practice if her SI joint is a little out of place, but
it’s much better to practice with the SI joints
where they belong.
One way to get a misaligned SI joint into
place is to have a qualified health professional,
such as a physical therapist, chiropractor,
or osteopath, physically manipulate it. As a
yoga teacher, you don’t have license to do this
yourself, so don’t try unless you have additional
qualifications. Also, despite their training and
licensing, most health professionals really don’t
understand how to manipulate the SI joints
effectively, so advise your student to be careful
to choose a caregiver who has a track record of
helping with this specific problem.

Figure 1:The SI Joint

After learning all the ways that asanas can
stress the sacroiliac area in “Protect the
Sacroiliac Joints in Forward Bends, Twists,
and Wide-Legged Poses”, you may be thinking,
“Maybe I’ll just advise my students to give up
yoga, go home and sit on the couch watching
reruns of Sex and the City until their SI joints
fuse . . . and I’ll ask them to save me a seat.”
Luckily, you can do better than that (and not
just by picking a better TV show).
To help your students prevent sacroiliac joint
(SI) problems, or avoid making existing ones
worse, follow these three suggestions: put it in
place, stabilize it and move it with care.
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A second way your student might get her
wayward SI joint back into place is by
practicing specialized asanas to put it there.
There is not room in this article to go into
the details, but here is a general framework
for understanding these poses. There
are lots to choose from, and each health
professional or yoga teacher seems to have
her favorite. Despite the wide variety, postures
that help realign the SI fall into just four
simple categories:
• Backbends, like Supta Virasana (Reclining
Hero Pose), may help by directly pushing
the top of the sacrum backward into place.
• Modified twists can sometimes help by
rotating one side of the sacrum backward
and the other forward; however, these
poses tend to be complicated and tricky
to perform, and the wrong twist can easily
make matters worse, so your student needs
to learn them from a specialist.
• One-sided pelvic tilts, such as reclining and
drawing one bent knee toward the armpit

on the same side, may help by focusing the
adjustment specifically on the joint that is
out of place, so that the ilium shifts in the
right direction relative to the sacrum.
• Exercises that pull the ilium bones apart,
such as certain variations of Padmasana
(Lotus Pose), or specialized poses that use
props or muscle actions to apply lateral
pressure to the upper thighbones, may help
by opening the top part of the SI joint space.
This seems to give the upper sacrum room
to slide back into place without grating its
rough auricular surface across the auricular
surface of the ilium.
Many of the most successful SI-adjusting
exercises combine elements from more than
one category, and some add another factor:
muscular resistance. For example, practicing
Salabhasana (Locust Pose) variations with just
one leg lifted combines backward bending with
one-sided pelvic tilting and works muscles
against the resistance of gravity. Combining
a Padmasana action with a backbend (as in
some forms of Matsyasana, or Fish Pose) can
often create both the space and the movement
needed to put the sacrum back where
it belongs.
There are a few crucial things to tell your
student about adjusting her SI joint, whether
she does it herself or has someone else do
it. First, tell her that a good SI adjustment
should feel good, both during the adjustment
and afterward. If the adjustment feels at all
painful, or even neutral, it is probably not
helpful and may even be harmful. Second, tell
her that the appropriate adjustment or pose
for her SI may be one-sided. An asymmetrical
adjustment or posture that helps the SI when
practiced on one side may well make it worse
when practiced on the other. Advise her to
only practice the posture on the side that
feels relieved by it. Third, tell her that not
all adjustments are appropriate for her. A
posture or manipulation that works wonders
for her friend may do nothing at all for her.
Advise her to find just one or a few postures
or adjustments that work well and to abandon

those that don’t work. Fourth, tell her that
immediately after she gets her SI adjusted into
place, she is best off leaving it alone overnight
(or longer) before practicing any asanas.
When she does practice, she should begin with
stabilization.
2. Stabilize it
Certain yoga postures and practices can help
stabilize the sacroiliac region by strengthening
the muscles that cross the joint or holding the
pelvic bones in place.
Backbends against the resistance of
gravity, such as Salabhasana, Setu Bandha
Sarvangasana (Bridge Pose), and Urdhva
Dhanurasana (Upward Bow Pose) all
strengthen the erector spinae muscles that
run vertically from the sacrum or ilium up
the back. They also strengthen the gluteus
maximus (buttock) muscles. Note that
practicing one-legged variations of these poses
(like Eka Pada Setu Bandha Sarvangasana,
Bridge Pose with one leg lifted) doubles the
strength demands on one side of the body
and puts asymmetrical stress on the SI joints.
This means that these poses can be especially
effective strengthening exercises, making them
therapeutic for people who have an existing SI
imbalance; however, the asymmetry also has
the potential to worsen an existing imbalance.
Mula Bandha (the Root Lock, performed
by contracting and lifting the area bounded
by the tailbone, pubic bones, and sitting
bones) strengthens the pelvic floor muscles
(pubococcygeus, iliococcygeus, and coccygeus)
that help keep the lower end of the sacrum
from lifting and the lower pelvic bones from
spreading apart.
Virabhadrasana III (Warrior III) powerfully
strengthens a host of muscles that either
cross or affect the SI joints, including the
piriformis (which runs from the front of the
sacrum to the outer upper thighbone), erector
spinae, gluteus maximus, and gluteus medius
(which runs from the outer ilium to the outer
upper thighbone). However, this pose is an
YogAfrica september 2015
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asymmetrical forward bend that can irritate
the sacroiliac of the standing leg, so it is best
reserved for students whose SI joints are
already in place and stable.
Pranayama (Breath work) includes certain
actions that cinch the waist to a narrow
shape without contracting the outer layers of
the abdominal muscles. These actions help
selectively contract the innermost abdominal
muscle layer, the transversus abdominis.
Strengthening this muscle helps stabilize the SI
joints by holding the fronts of the ilium bones
together horizontally.
3. Move it with care
Teach your students to avoid SI injury by
moving with special care in the poses that
put the most strain on the sacroiliac joints,
especially seated forward bends, twists, and
wide-legged poses. The most important
instructions are to move the sacrum and the
two ilium bones as a unit, keep the pubic bones
together, and roll to one side before sitting.
Move the sacrum and the two ilium bones
as a unit. In forward bends, instruct your
students to “lift the sitting bones” or to “lift
the sitting bones and tailbone together,” not
“lift the tailbone” alone, because lifting the
tailbone faster than the sitting bones tilts the
top of the sacrum forward relative to the ilium.
Instructions to lift the sitting bones (and to “tilt
the top of the pelvis forward”) are intended
to activate the iliocostalis muscles that run
vertically from the back of the ilium to the
rib cage. These muscles drive the pelvic tilt by
moving the ilium bones forward, and these, in
turn, push the sacrum ahead of them. This is
less likely to cause SI trouble than actions that
attempt to drag the ilium bones forward by
pulling on them with the sacrum.
Teach your students that when the pelvis stops
tilting forward in a forward bend, they should
also stop moving the sacrum forward. They
can continue bending the spine forward a little
after the pelvis stops, but they should avoid
bending it too far or pulling too hard, because
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this can draw the sacrum out from between the
fronts of the ilium bones.
Protecting the SI goes hand-in-hand with
protecting the disks of the lower back
(lumbar) in forward bends. Both require
that your student bend gently, rather than
forcibly pulling her spine forward (or allowing
someone else to push it). However, to protect
her disks your student has to limit the amount
of forward bend in her lumbar spine. In
doing so, she runs the risk of inadvertently
transferring the forward-bending force that
would have gone into her lumbar directly
into her sacroiliac joints. To avoid this, teach
your student (1) to reduce the total amount of
forward-pulling force in forward bends–advise
her, in particular, not to pull too hard with the
arms–and, (2) to bend cleanly at the hip joints,
rather than letting the body bend half way
between the lumbar spine and the hips.
Moving the sacrum and the two ilium bones
as a unit is also important in twists. Instruct
your students not to rotate the sacrum faster
than the pelvis. Rather than insisting that they
hold the pelvis rigidly in place, allow them to
let it turn a little along with the twist. Teach
them that when the pelvis stops turning, the
remaining twist should come not from the SI
joints but from rotation higher up on the spine
and trunk (that is, from joint movement of
the thoracic vertebrae and ribs, facilitated by
release and stretch of surrounding muscles).
Keep the pubic bones together. In poses that
spread the thighs apart, like Baddha Konasana
(Bound Angle Pose), Upavistha Konasana
(Wide-Angle Seated Forward Bend), Prasarita
Padottanasana (Wide-Legged Forward Bend),
and Virabhadrasana II (Warrior II Pose),
teach your students to release the inner thigh
(adductor) muscles while keeping the pubic
bones together by stabilizing them with
other muscles. Although students without SI
problems may need to learn to relax the pelvic
floor and spread the sitting bones in these
poses, those with SI instability may benefit
instead from instructions to contract the pelvic

floor muscles, pulling the sitting bones and
pubic bones toward one another. (Using the
pelvic floor muscles to pull the tailbone toward
the pubic bones can also help, especially if
bending forward). Also instruct your students
to narrow the waist in wide-legged poses. This
selectively activates the transversus abdominis
muscle, which helps hold the front of the pelvis
together left to right.

Roll to one side before sitting. After Savasana
(Corpse Pose) or other reclining poses, instruct
your students to roll to one side. Tell those
with SI instability to move the pelvis and
spine as one unit. Sitting straight up from the
supine position can force the psoas and iliacus
muscles to put excess forward pull on the spine
and pelvis. Rolling as a unit prevents excess
twisting at the SI joints.

For many students (especially more flexible
ones and those with existing SI problems),
all this muscular stabilization may not be
enough in Baddha Konasana. It may also be
necessary to place supporting blankets under
each thigh to prevent the legs (and therefore
the pelvis) from spreading too far. This is even
more important in Supta Baddha Konasana
(Reclining Bound Angle Pose), because the
alignment and relaxed muscles of this pose
make it especially hard on the SI joints.

Following these suggestions can help you and
your students maintain healthy SI joints as you
increase your body’s mobility and advance in
your practice.
ABOUT OUR EXPERT
Roger Cole, Ph.D. is an Iyengar-certified yoga teacher
and Stanford-trained scientist. He specialises in human
anatomy and in the physiology of relaxation, sleep, and
biological rhythms. Find him at rogercoleyoga.com.
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Notices & Adverts

Weekend Workshop

Iyengar Yoga Workshop with
Firooza Ali Razvi

Firooza Ali Razvi began studying intensively
with Yogacharya BKS Iyengar in 1977, and
with Geeta Iyengar and Sri Prashant Iyengar in
1979. Her long and close association with the
Iyengar family has continued ever since. She
has been teaching Iyengar Yoga in Mumbai
since 1980, and has led yoga retreats in India,
the UK and Dubai. She has travelled with Guruji
and Geetaji on numerous visits abroad. In 2011,
she accompanied and assisted Geetaji at our
Convention in Johannesburg.
Firooza is also a philosophy lecturer in Mumbai,
and this understanding illuminates and informs
her teaching of Yoga. Those who have met
her before can attest to her warmth, humility
and dedication. We are very fortunate to have
a teacher of her knowledge and experience
visit, and hope you will all join us for this
unique experience.
Weekend workshop:
3 – 4 October 2015
Bozzoli Hall, Wits University
Teachers Retreat:
6 – 9 October 2015
Steynshoop Mountain and
Valley lodges, Hekpoort
For further information contact
Melanie Harding at mharding@iburst.co.za
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The KZN region have invited
Brigitta Tummon
to teach in Durban
on the 31 October and 1 November 2015
All are welcome.
For more info email Mandy Crooks:
crooks@nitrosoft.co.za

YogaPoise Retreats 2015
with Brigitta Tummon

In Bodhi Khaya near Stanford
The retreats will be held in the peaceful and
beautiful setting of Bodhi Khaya. The retreats
will be periods of yoga practice and quiet time.
It will include intense asana practice, pranayama
and restorative sessions. The Bodhi Khaya
centre offers a wide range of accommodation.
All meals, vegetarian, will be catered for.
13–15 November 2015
Dynamic Restoration
This will be a weekend from Friday evening
to lunchtime on Sunday.
For more info: brigitta.tummon@gmail.com

The BKS Iyengar Yoga Centre,
Schoemanshoek, Oudtshoorn,
Klein Karoo, South Africa
October – December 2015

Welcome to the BKS Iyengar Yoga Centre,
nestled in the beautiful and tranquil
Schoemanshoek valley on the way to the
famous Cango caves. Surrounded only by
nature and the majestic Swartberg Mountains,
the Centre offers the complete yoga
experience. Our fully equipped Centre is
designed to give the Iyengar yoga practitioner
the opportunity to experience high-quality
yoga tuition in a peaceful and pristine setting.
David and I are actively involved in the
teacher’s training program for both Introductory
and Junior Intermediate levels. Training is
done as a semester-style program – more
details available.
For information about retreats, regular
workshops and our residential teachers training
program, please visit our website, which
has been specifically designed to give you
a comprehensive picture of what the Yoga
Centre has to offer.
The Schoemanshoek valley offers a variety
of suitable accommodation to complete
the experience. The town of Oudtshoorn
compliments this quiet, rural environment and
George airport is a mere 65kms away.
More about us at:
http://www.iyengaryogawithdavid.com
http://www.iyengar-yoga-sequences.com
http://www.iyengar-yoga-sequences.com/
#!blocks-for-yoga-practice/c1ao9
Upcoming retreats:
Spring: Sun 25 – Thurs 29 October 2015
Summer: Sat 21 – Wed 25 November 2015
Summer: Sat 12 – Wed 16 December 2015

Pranayama
with Judy Farah

“Pranayama removes the veil
covering the light of knowledge
and heralds the dawn of wisdom.”
Sutra 11.47
Pranayama, the 4th Limb of yoga,
is the science of the breath.
Regular practice of Pranayama is as essential
as a regular Asana practice.
On Saturday 24 January 2015,
I started a new course (1 Saturday per month)
of Pranayama Sadhana,
in the Little Glen, Camps Bay.
This beautiful, peaceful space allows for quiet
and focused Yoga Sadhana (practice).
Please diarize the following dates
for your convenience:
26th Sep, 31st Oct, 28th Nov.
The class runs from 08h30 – 10h00;
All levels of practitioner are most welcome.
For further details and bookings please contact
Judy on 082 8256792
or email judy@yogasouthafrica.com
www.yogasouthafrica.com

Ina Gerber Yoga Studio

Monthly Pranayama classes in Somerset West
Saturdays from 9h30 –11h30.
Dates to be confirmed one month in advance.
For further information contact Ina:
083 3035477
http://yogastudio.co.za
ina@yogastudio.co.za
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Yoga Retreat
King’s Lodge, Hogsback
9 – 11 October 2015

Calm your mind, free your body
and nourish your soul
R1930 per person sharing (twin or double).
R2230 per person single.
The price includes 2 night’s accommodation,
3 meals per day, yoga tuition and a guided
hike in the forest.
Early bird registration: R300 discount
(before 1st August 2015).
This weekend of yoga is suitable for students at
all levels, including those new to yoga.
Kings Lodge (where the Retreat is held) is a
Sanctuary nestled in a beautiful park-like garden
in the Hogsback Mountain Village. Hogsback is
famous for its forests, waterfalls, clear mountain
streams, gentle forest walks and mists.
Monique Weschta was born in the Netherlands
and moved to South Africa at the age of 22.
She has practiced Iyengar Yoga for 17 years
and became a certified Iyengar Yoga teacher
in 2009.
For enquiries and bookings contact:
Monique Weschta
083-330 6948
monique@shaktishantiyogawear.com
https://www.facebook.com/
backtowellnessIyengaryoga
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Leather Mat Carriers

For Sale at R220 each.
Contact Janel Rust at janelrust@gmail.com
or phone 071 856 3222

Yoga e-books by David Jacobs

Blocks for a Yoga Practice (e-book)
A guide to Iyengar Yoga Practice
with blocks
For more information go to:
http://www.iyengar-yoga-sequences.
com/#!blocks-for-yoga-practice/c1ao9

Relaxed Body – Relaxed Mind
A guide to Iyengar Yoga Restorative Practice
For more information go to:
http://www.iyengar-yoga-sequences.
com/#!relaxed-bodyrelaxed-mind-restoratives/
c1hrd

Available soon:
Yoga Kurunta
A guide to Iyengar Yoga Practice
with Wall Ropes
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+27 (0)21 761 4658

Email:

info@bksiyengar.co.za

www.bksiyengar.co.za

